ABSTRACT. Let X be a dense subspace of a topological space X, let Y be a uniformizable space, and let /: X -► Y a continuous map. In this paper we study the problem of the existence of a continuous extension of / to the space T. Thus we generalize basic results of Taimanov, Engelking and BlefkoMrówka on extension of continuous functions. As a consequence, if D is a nest generated intersection ring on X, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a continuous extension to v(X, D), of a continuous function over X, when the range of the map is a uniformizable space, and we apply this to realcompact spaces. Finally, we suppose each point of T\X has a countable neighbourhood base, and we obtain a generalization of a theorem by Blair, herewith giving a solution to a question proposed by Blair.
In the sequel the word space will designate a topological space. By pX we shall denote a uniform space, p being a collection of covers in the sense of Tukey [13] and Isbell [10] . 7/iX will mean the completion of the space pX. Let p be a uniformity on X and let m be an infinite'cardinal number, then pm will denote the uniformity on X generated by the //-covers of power < m (we only consider p and m for which pm is definable; see [6, 10 and 14] ). The compact uniform space ipx0X is called the Samuel compactification of pX, denoted by spX. By rpX we shall denote the set X equipped with the /¿-uniform topology. We say that E and D subsets of X are //-separated when E is far from D in the proximity defined by p.
By a base on a space X we mean a nest generated intersection ring (or equivalently, a strong delta normal base) in X [1 and 10] . It is known that each base D on X has associated a Wallman compactification W^X, V) and a Wallman realcompactification v(X, D). If pX is a uniform space, we shall denote by Z(pX) the base on rpX formed by uniform zero-sets (see [7 and 8] ), v(pX) will denote the space v(X, Z(pX)) and ß{pX) the space W{X, Z{pX)).
Let T be a space and suppose X ÇT. If m is a cardinal number, we say that X is m-dense in T when for every family {Ui'.i G I}, with |J| < m, of nonvoid open sets in T such that f\{Ui: i e /} ¿ 0, it follows that f]{Ui nl:i'6/}/ 0. If A is a subset of T, we define the m-closure of A in T as the union of all subspaces of T in which A is m-dense.
The following result generalizes the Taimanov theorem [12] of extension of continuous functions into compact spaces. THEOREM 1. Let T be a space in which X is m-dense, let pY be a uniform space, and let f: X -► rpY be a continuous map. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) / has a continuous extension f:T -> T~jpmY. PROOF. Let T be the m-closure of rpX in rspX, and consider /: rpX -► rpX the identity map. By applying Theorem 1 there is a continuous extension /: T -> T^jpmX Ç rspX. Let g: rs/iX -* rs/¿X be the identity map and consider g\T:T -> rspX. As / and gnT coincide in a dense subspace of T, it follows that f -g\T. Therefore, / is the identity map and T Ç T-y/tmX. COROLLARY 3. Let p\ and p2 be two separable (see [8] ) uniformities on a space X and suppose that rpiX is Q-dense (Ni -dense) in r^piX, for i = 1,2. Then r^pxX -r^/^X if and only if for every pair E and D of subsets of X which are pi-separated, c\TllijxE (~l clTlßjxD = 0 for i ^ j, 1 < i, j < 2.
PROOF. The proof is clear by taking f:rplX -> rp3X as the identity map in Theorem 1, for i ^ j, 1 < i, j < 2. Let X be a completely regular HausdorfF space. We denote by X' the set X endowed with the P-topology associated, i.e., the topology for which the collection of G0-subsets of X forms an open base. If I? is a base on X, then by a(D) we mean the cr-algebra of sets generated by D-It is clear that cr(D) is a base on X'.
The next proposition is an application to realcompact spaces of the results above.
PROPOSITION 6. Let X be a realcompact space. If X is the set X endowed with a topology such that X' = X' and, for every pair E and D of disjoint Baire sets of X, we have that CK(X',a(Z(X)))EnCK(X',a(Z(X)))D = 0' then X is realcompact.
PROOF. Let f:X' -> X' be the identity map. By Theorem 5, there is a continuous extension J:v{X;a{Z(X))) -* v(X',a(Z{X))). Now, by [9, Theorem 16], v(X',o-{Z{X))) = X'. Then J(v{X',a{Z{X)))) = X'. Since / is a homeomorphism, it follows that v(X',a(Z(X))) = X'. Therefore X is realcompact, as a consequence of [9, Theorem 16] .
We are informed by the referee that the following result has also been proved by Comfort and Retta in [4] . COROLLARY 7 . Let X be a realcompact space, and let X be the set X endowed with a topology finer than the topology of X and such that X' = X'. Then X is also realcompact.
PROOF. Since a(Z(X)) D a(Z(X)) we can apply Proposition 6.
In [2] Blair proved the following result.
THEOREM 8. Let X be a dense subspace of a topological space T, assume each p G T\X has a countable base of neighbourhoods, let Y be a closed subspace of R, and let f: X -> Y be continuous. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) / extends continuously over T. Let X be a Tychonoff space such that there is a point p G vX\X and a sequence {xn} Ç X with limx" = p. Let X be the space X but take the point xn as an open set for all n G N, and let T = X U {p}, where a base of neighbourhoods for p is given by the sets Vm = {xn: n > m}, m G TV. If we consider /: X -» X as the identity map, then clearly / verifies condition (b) of Corollary 10. Thus / has a continuous extension J:T -* vX and f(p) -p G uX\X. EXAMPLE 13. The hypothesis of Corollary 11 that F be a first countable space cannot be relaxed.
Let X = TV, T = TV* and F = ßN. If we consider the identity map /: TV -♦ ßN then, since countable closed sets in ßN are finite, we have that / verifies condition (b) of Corollary 11. However, / cannot be extended over T.
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